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So goes a popular song 
about horse -draw n 
sleigh rides, a classic 

winter activity for centuries.  
More recently, Derby Quebec 
has transformed the holiday 
fun into an intense sport. 
This past weekend, the 10th 
annual Carnival Derby, also 
known as the St. Hubert 
Derby, took place on the 
Plains of Abraham.

Competitive carriage 
driv ing has long been a 
fair-weather sport. It is said 
by the Fédération Equestre 
Internationale (FEI) that 

“horses were driven before 
they were ridden.” They note 
that “Horse sport [was] intro-
duced to the Ancient Olympic 
Games in 680 BC.” More 
recently formalized as com-
bined driving, competitive 
driving became an official 
international equestrian 
sport in 1970.  

According to Drive Canada, 

the society which governs 
competitive horse driving 
in Canada,  “HRH Prince 
Philip, Duke of Edinburgh, 
FEI President from 1964 to 
1986, got the wheels turning 
in 1969.”  It was at this time 
that “interested parties were 
summoned and the first rule 
book for Combined Driving 
was produced.” The American 
Driving Society indicates, 

“the CDE (Combined Driving 
Event) is modeled after the 
Three Day Event, which 
tests the overall condition 
and versatility of the horse 
in sport. HRH Prince Philip 
was a major force in the 
design of the rules and is 
today an active participant 
in the sport.” 

However, according to 
Derby Quebec, “[Quebec is] 
the instigator, even more, the 
inventor of the winter derby.”  
Derby Quebec organized 
three winter derbies – in 
Shannon, Sainte-Agathe, and 
Quebec City – among the ten 
total to be held in Quebec 

this season.
This year, the Quebec City 

event took place on Febru-
ary 16 and 17, and involved 
competitors from Belgium, 
Canada, France, the Nether-
lands and the United States. 
There are three classes in 
the Carnival Derby: single 
horse intermediate, single 
horse advanced, and tandem 
advanced (two horses). Most 
teams include both a driver 
and a “groom” or navigator, 
whose role is to balance the 
sleigh and help steer the 
vehicle past obstacles.

Once on the course, the 
horses and their handlers 
are evaluated on two criteria 

– speed and accuracy. Navigat-
ing around obstacles, through 
narrow spaces, and following 
a prescribed route are fun-
damental to the sport.  For 
each fault – knocking over a 
cone or passing through an 
obstacle in the wrong direc-
tion – penalty seconds are 
added to the final time. The 
team with the lowest overall 

time is the winner.  
Results for the 2013 St. 

Hubert Derby are posted, in 
French, at www.derbyquebec.
com.

As the crowd shouts encouragement, Pierre-Luc Olivier (Saint-Agapit) and his horse 
Magic navigate a sharp turn.

The St. Hubert mascot takes a team for a quick spin 
around the course.

Moon Dale Power is guided around the course by Réjean Murray of Sainte-Catherine-de-la-Jacques-Cartier

St. Hubert Derby no ordinary sleigh ride
“Giddy-up, giddy-up, giddy-up, let’s go!  Let’s look at the snow.  
We’re riding in a wonderland of snow.” 

Réjean Murray of Sainte-Catherine-de-la-Jacques-Cartier, 
guides Moon Dale Power around the course.

Cash and Mico are a team of horses raced by Laurent Beaupré of Val Bélair.
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